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WEST OF ENGLAND COMBINED AUTHORITY - LOCAL CYCLING
AND WALKING INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN (LCWIP)
STAGE 3 – NETWORK PLANNING FOR CYCLING
Introduction
This note describes the methodology adopted for the initial steps of Stage 3 – Network Planning for Cycling as part of
preparing the West of England LCWIP. The objective of this element is to map a future cycle network, identifying cycle
corridors for further development.

This stage follows on from Stage 2 – Data Gathering for Cycling Network, which identified key existing and future trip
generators. This process was described in a previous technical note.

Identifying Desire Lines
This stage requires desire lines, as straight-line corridors, to be created connecting key origins and destinations. The
LCWIP technical guidance acknowledges that it will take time to develop a dense cycling network to fully cater for
journeys to a diverse set of destinations; therefore, an overriding factor in the methodology was to ensure that a
manageable number of corridors were identified to take forward in this first iteration of the LCWIP. This stage of the
LCWIP development has concentrated on the primary corridors, connecting origins to the more strategic destinations.
The LCWIP will then be developed over time, through further work and analysis, to produce a more comprehensive
network.

Origin Nodes

Origin nodes were identified as part of stage 2 and are described in the previous technical note.

Destination Nodes

Destination nodes were assigned to be the mid-point of each destination polygon.

Producing Origin and Destination Desire Lines

A methodical approach was taken to identify desire lines between origins and destinations and arrive at a list of
primary cycle corridors for further development. This followed a five-step process as described below and made use of
ArcMap, the Geographical Information Systems software, to analyse data.

Step 1 – creation of initial desire lines

A series of assumptions were used to identify desire lines connecting each origin to all relevant strategic destinations,
as follows:

· Desire lines connecting origins to strategic destinations should not exceed 5km in length – this threshold was
chosen to represent the journey distance considered to be easily cycled by many people;

· Particular importance was accorded to accessing key employment areas, and all the town, district and local
centres identified in the stage 2 technical note. Desire lines should therefore connect each origin to all
examples of these strategic destinations within 5km. Due to the large number of designated town centres
across Bristol (including the North and East Fringe), it was agreed that origins in these areas should only be
connected to one town centre within 5km; and

· For other categories of strategic destinations, each origin should be connected to the nearest example of each
category of strategic destination (eg one hospital, one major educational facility), within the 5km buffer.

These assumptions are summarised in Table 1.



Table 1 – Summary of desire line connection assumptions

Figure 1 shows an example of how the assumptions worked in practice. It shows a residential origin connected to all
employment areas within 5km, and the nearest hospital, educational facility and transport interchange, if one exists
within 5km. Destinations beyond 5km are not connected to the origin.

Figure 1 – An illustrated example of the desire line connections

The outcome of this process was a comprehensive network of desire lines. Figure 2 shows the example of Bath, with
initial desire lines in red. The map indicates the complexity of the network which results from connecting each origin to
a range of destinations. It shows there is a particular focus of connections to the city centre.

Origin connected to all examples within 5km Origin connected to nearest example within 5km
City centres
Town, district and local centres (for all plan areas
except Bristol (and the North and East Fringe)
Key employment areas (current and future)

Town centres (Bristol (and the North and East Fringe)
Hospitals
Major educational facilities
Major out-of-centre retail
Selected major visitor attractions
Strategic greenspace
Transport interchanges
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Figure 2 – Plan showing desire lines from all origins to specified list of destinations and initial trend lines –
Bath

Note: Desire lines in red; initial trend lines in light blue

Step 2 – Identification of initial trend lines
To rationalise the network, particular concentrations of desire lines were manually identified. These ‘trend lines’ were
intended to highlight locations with a significant concentration of desire lines, and therefore where there is likely to be
a significant demand for short trips to a range of destinations. These ’trend lines’ provided some clarity for the
authorities to start to assess the network and were a tool to help identify the key corridors. These initial trend lines are
shown in light blue in Figure 2.

Step 3 – Overlaying forecast cycle flows from the Propensity to Cycle Tool
The Propensity to Cycle Tool (PCT) uses 2011 census journey to work data to forecast future cycle flows in three
different scenarios. It presents this information visually, on the basis of desire lines between population weighted
centroids for census output areas.



The corridors in each plan area which are forecast to have the highest cycle flows in the government cycling target1

scenario were shown on the maps along with the trend lines, as shown in Figure 3. The number of cycle flows shown
varied depending on the population of the plan area. The top 30 cycle flows were shown for Bristol, the top 20 for
Bath, Weston-super-Mare and the North Fringe, and the top 10 for all other plan areas. Whilst the PCT does have
some limitations (as it is derived from commuting trip data only, and does not take into account additional trips
generated by proposed future development sites) it is an important dataset that can assist authorities in identifying key
existing cycle demand.

Figure 3 – Plan with initial trend lines and top cycle movement corridors (government cycling target scenario
- Bath

Note: Proposed trend lines in light blue; highest movement corridors in red (based on forecast cycle trips in PCT Government Target scenario)

Step 4 – Local Authority review
Two batches of maps were issued to the authorities for review and comment. The first showed the desire lines and the
initial trend lines, and the subsequent batch showed the initial trend lines and the corridors forecast to have the
highest cycle flows in the government cycling target scenario, taken from the PCT. This allowed the authorities to
review the proposed primary cycle corridors against this data and to amend the proposed cycle corridors on the basis
of local knowledge and experience.

1 The government outlined a target to double cycling, where cycling activity is measured as the estimated total number of cycle stages made each
year, from 0.8 billion stages in 2013 to 1.6 billion stages in 2025. This is outlined in the Cycling & Walking Investment Strategy 2017
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Step 5 – Shortlisted corridors
The maps were amended in line with authority comments and reissued for authority approval, showing the primary
corridors only (see Figure 4). The objective was to ensure proposed cycle corridor coverage across the whole of the
plan area. Arrows were added to the maps to indicate important longer-distance corridors connecting the separate
plan areas (e.g. from Bath towards Saltford and Keynsham, or Clevedon to Portishead, for example).

Figure 4 - Plan of proposed primary cycle corridors – Bath

Note: Proposed primary cycle corridors in light blue

Initial Prioritisation
A long list of primary cycle corridors emerged from the five step process outlined above. Therefore further work is
required in order to select a more manageable first tranche of corridors to take forward for development.

The West of England authorities developed an initial prioritisation process to assess cycle corridors against a set of
criteria. This will allow a select number of corridors to be developed in the initial LCWIP, with other corridors being
developed in subsequent revisions.

This process uses a wide range of criteria. This is considered to be beneficial in identifying a more balanced set of
primary cycle corridors which both align with local strategic objectives and help cater for a diverse range of journeys.



The chosen criteria are as follows:

1) Existing commuting cycling flows (from 2011 census);

2) Potential for growth in cycling, based on forecast future commuting cycling flows in the government cycling
target scenario (from PCT);

3) Enabling new homes and new jobs (based on proposed numbers of dwellings and jobs on key sites2 outlined
in adopted Core Strategies and the emerging Joint Spatial Plan);

4) Improving connectivity for deprived areas (based on the number of output areas in the 20% of most deprived
areas in England & Wales, from the Indices of Multiple Deprivation dataset);

5) Improving connections to schools, colleges and universities;

6) Sub-regional impact, based on connections to existing and proposed future rail stations in the plan areas3 and
corridors which cross authority boundaries; and

7) Potential to address road safety issues, based on number and severity of collisions involving cyclists (from
STATS19 collision data).

Criteria 1-2 are deemed to be satisfied if the proposed cycle corridor passes within 800m of the population weighted
centroids used by the PCT. Criteria 3-7 are deemed to be satisfied if a proposed cycle corridor passes within 400m of
the boundary, line, polygon or point. An analytical tool has been created in the GIS program ArcMap to assess
whether each proposed cycle corridor satisfies the criteria. This assessment task is currently underway.

2 Sites listed in previous technical note
3 Proposed stations included in prioritisation: Ashley Down, Filton North, Henbury, Portway P&R and Portishead


